
This file is 15 pages long and contains scans for 33 
wood & metal fonts owned by Lead Graffiti. You are 
free to use them as you want.

When using these for our Meander Book workshop 
when we are printing from wood & metal type, you 
must use the letterforms at the original size. You can 
adjust the scale if you use them with a photopolymer 
plate.

Generally speaking, if a letterform is missing from 
this document, we do not have it.

If you have questions or concerns, contact us. 
You can find contact information and a thorough 
explanation of our Meander Book workshop on our 
website at https://leadgraffiti.com. Our studio is 
currently located at 120A Sandy Drive, Newark, DE.

Click here to download the original Adobe Illustrator 
file. A warning, the original Adobe Illustrator file is 
10.5 feet tall.

For an thorough, hour-long video showing us using 
the file to design a page for our Meander Book 
project, you go to https://youtu.be/SnStrOC98EM.



5 line (60 point) Unknown sans serif (wood type)

10 line (10 pica or 120 point) Antique Extra Bold (wood type)

30 point Craw Modern Bold (metal)

Last edited : November 14, 2022

6 line (6 picas or 72 point) Clarendon Extra Bold (wood)

72 point Empire (metal)

60 point Jefferson Gothic (metal)

60 point unknown (metal)

48 point Homewood (metal)

7 line Unknown (wood)

12 line Ancient Roman? - This wood type font is based on a metal face named 
Ancient Roman, allegedly designed by William W. Jackson and patented  as 
No. 20589 on March 17, 1891. 









7 line Unknown (wood)



6 line (6 picas or 72 point) Clarendon Extra Bold (wood)





72 point Empire (metal)



5 line (60 point) Unknown sans serif (wood type)



60 point Jefferson Gothic (metal)



60 point unknown (metal)

48 point Homewood (metal)





30 point Craw Modern Bold (metal)




